9700 learners accessed Kolibri Platform from Jul-Sep 2020

Gender
- Girls: 5335
- Boys: 4365

Nationality
- Syrian: 5335
- Jordan: 2910
- Others: 1455

Location
- Urban: 4850
- Zaatari Camp: 2910
- Azraq Camp: 1455

Education: COVID-19 Dashboard
Reflects Government Response & UNHCR Activities
UNHCR Jordan Jul - Sep 2020

General Education
- Access to Darsak Online Platform: 860000
- Teachers using DARSAK platform: 110000
- Syrian students registered for Tawjihi: 1670

Special Education
- Reassessment of Home-based Early intervention (123 cases)
- Online parents counselling (108 cases)
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Higher Education

- 3rd country Scholarships (Habesha & JISR-JICA) awarded slots for refugee students to study abroad
- DAAD-EDU-SYIRA III awarded 20 MAs slots to Syrian refugees to study in GJU
- DAFI 2020 awarded 30 slots for fresh Tawjihi graduate refugees of all nationalities
- EDU-SYRIA III awarded 280 BSc slots to Syrian refugees to study in Zarqa University
- MoHE announced a Protective Verification system for academic & official certificates
- MoHE decided the Teaching method on the 1st semester of 2020/2021 to be Fully Online
- MoHE launched a guiding Online Portal for International students to join Jordanian universities
- Subsidized fees & fees reduction offered to self-sponsored refugee students by Jordanian Universities
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TVET

- 100 Youth are enrolled in Vocational, English, and IT training through NRC in both camps.
- Training resumed at VTC centers. Working hours divided over 2 periods for groups exceed 50% capacity.
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ASU

- ASU learners successfully achieved the 1st level and initiated the 2nd level
- Virtual outreach targeting 100 backup learners
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Zaatari Camp

- 362 TIGR girl’s enrolled students and school drop outs
- Connected learning Hubs used by university students to complete their online exams
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Azraq Camp

- 110 Beneficiaries accessed technology labs through EDRAK platform, Ideas Box Project, Programming classes and Educational and cultural content.
- Connected learning hubs opened for youth to apply for scholarships & to navigate the post basic education opportunities
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- Connected learning hubs opened for youth to apply for scholarships & to navigate the post basic education opportunities
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Hybrid Flexible-Instructional Design for E-Learning